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The travels and translations of three African Anglican Missionaries, 1890-1930.

Abstract
Histories of the modern missionary movement frequently assert that converts were more successful missionaries than Europeans yet details of their work remain sparse. This article examines influential factors in the spread of Christianity in Sub-Saharan Africa in two ways. It explores the complex and variable processes through life sketches of African missionaries, Bernard Mizeki, Leonard Kamungu and Apolo Kivebulaya, who worked with the Anglican mission agencies SPG, UMCA and CMS, respectively. It identifies common elements for further scrutiny including the role of travel, translation and communication, and the development of continental centres of Christianity and the trajectories between them and local hubs of mission activity. The transnational turn of contemporary history is employed and critiqued to scrutinize the relations between the local and global in order to comprehend the appeal of Christianity in the colonial era.

Emma Wild-Wood,
Director of the Cambridge Centre for Christianity Worldwide,
Westminster College.
Ew273@cam.ac.uk
The travels and translations of African Missionaries in Anglican expansion, 1890-1930.

After the era of political independence in Africa scholarship on African Christianity demonstrated a preference for research on institutions or movements that appear religiously heterodox (by western standards), ecclesially independent of Western control, culturally African and politically engaged.¹ Such an approach has often side-lined attention to mission initiated churches and limited the perceived agency of their African leaders, understanding them as local ‘evangelists’ disseminating the Christian message to their peers. Furthermore, it is unlikely that scholarly concerns surrounding indigeneity were of primary interest to many early African proponents of Christianity. Recent historiography has provided a more complex reading of missionary practice and African agency and provides an interpretive lens by which to analyse the motivations and movements of Africans closely associated with British Anglican mission agencies and working beyond their locality. Through a focus upon transnational connections and consciousness, current scholarship recognises collaboration between Africans and European missionaries as facilitating knowledge production and cultural preservation,² developing international friendships,³ and aspiring to form a world Christian culture.⁴ In some respects this article follows the transnational trend yet, alert to the dangers of obscuring the perspectives of ‘native agents’ of Christian mission through large scale studies of missionary networks, it innovates by bringing questions surrounding travel, translation and communication to the level of the translocal. Examining smaller-scale trajectories of Christian mission within the African continent provides a way of testing the nature and pervasiveness of its spread and examining the manner of its adoption and adaptation.

The paper takes a personal approach by examining three Africans who were intent on transplanting Christianity to new locales.⁵ Bernard Mizeki, c.1860-1896, Revd Leonard
Kamungu c. 1870-1913, and Revd Apolo Kivebulaya c.1865-1933, are relatively well-documented representatives of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG), Universities’ Mission to Central Africa (UMCA) and the Church Missionary Society (CMS) respectively. The three men were praised for being ‘missionaries’ as they travelled within the continent with the express purpose of disseminating Christianity in its Anglican form. Short sketches of their lives allow an exploration of their motivations and commitments as purveyors of novel beliefs and practices. Three brief life histories also provide a comparative element to the study whilst limiting its geographical and denominational range. I suggest that Africans who worked to extend Christianity territorially did so because of an interest in its cosmopolitan nature and universal claims demonstrated in opportunities for travel and new relationships, which served to shift cultural norms in ways they considered compelling.

Individual or corporate mobility and Christian conviction had already been connected in Sub-Saharan Africa. Communities of African migrants were instrumental in the dissemination of Christianity south of the Sahara in the early and mid-nineteenth century. The freed slaves from Nova Scotia who developed a Christian settlement in Freetown, Sierra Leone, were joined by re-captives and developed a Krio community which perpetuated a missionary form of Christianity through trade, education and evangelism throughout West Africa. Many of the missionaries who worked among the peoples in the hinterland of Sierra Leone and present-day Nigeria were migrants to the region as re-captive slaves, or children of such, who had been settled in Freetown, and converted to Christianity there. Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther is, perhaps, the best known of these. In East Africa re-captives and escaped slaves also played a significant role in the missions of CMS and UMCA. Freed slaves educated in Bombay volunteered to participate in the missionary endeavour in Kenya and Tanzania. Villages of freed slaves were created by missionaries intent on the Christianization of populations and the creation of new societies. Escaped slaves independently found in
Christianity a spiritual ideology that met their need for asserting their freedom. Recently David Maxwell has analysed the freed slaves returning from Angola to Katanga in Congo as new elites creating a missionary role for themselves through their experience of dislocation and their desire for respectability and the trappings of modernity. The dislocation suffered by slaves is understood to have allowed them to accept the new ideas presented by missionary Christianity and encouraged many to become missionaries themselves. Yet the three men presented in this article were not directly connected with slavery.

Bernard Mizeki’s martyrdom is commemorated in the Anglican church in Zimbabwe on 18th June at Nhowe near Harare, the site of his murder. The growth in popularity of pilgrimage to the site prompted renewed interest in Mizeki decades after his death. Originally from Portuguese East Africa, he had already migrated to Cape Town before his conversion to Christianity. In Cape Town there was a sizeable community of fellow ‘Mozbies’ some of whom had been trafficked as slaves. They were frequently sought by explorers and missionaries as guides and interpreters in their areas of origin, and were considered to be linguistic and cultural experts. Like others, Mizeki converted to Christianity and was noticed by the Cowley Fathers (Society of Saint John the Evangelist) who sent him to Zonnebloem College for five years where his gift for languages was honed. In 1891 Mizeki volunteered to travel with Bishop George W.H. Knight-Bruce (1852-1896), a missionary with SPG, who wished to take the Christian church to the Ndebele and Shona.

Mizeki and his Zulu colleague, Frank Ziqubu, were stationed at chief Maconi’s, 30 miles north-east of the main mission station at Umtali. At some point Mizeki decided to work at chief Mangwende's, 60 miles from Umtali, among the Nhowe people. He learned Shona and was respected by SPG missionaries for his language acquisition; Knight-Bruce in an early volume of the missionary periodical, the Mashonaland Quarterly Papers, wrote ‘…it is generally allowed that Bernard, our Catechist, is the best Mashona scholar there is.’ Mizeki
toured the local area, often in the company of SPG missionary Douglas Pelly, who describes the content of their journeys, saying of Mizeki, ‘…many a long walk has he made bright with his interesting talk of native customs, thoughts and legends.’

Pelly appreciated Mozbieker knowledge and mapped his own comprehensions of the Shona from it. Both Mizeki and Ziqubu were involved in Bible translation. One description of the process is telling: the translators were gathered at the new mission house at Umtali during the rainy season, when opportunities for travel were curtailed by swollen rivers and muddy routes, with the purpose of starting translation of 'parts of the Bible' and the Lord’s Prayer, Ten Commandments and Creed. The team consisted of Mizeki, Ziqubu, Revd T A Walker, Knight-Bruce, and Shoniwa Kapuiya (later baptized 'John'), an early Shona convert from Mangwende, a 'headman's son' and speaker of the 'purest' Shona. The five men lived together and spent five hours a day at translation, 'Every word in the grammar and its pronunciation has to be passed by [Kapuiya] before it is allowed to exist.'

A close working relationship was established in which the youngest and least educated of the team had the final word on the task at hand, and in which Mizeki was considered to be the most adept outsider. The purpose was to render the Scriptures into a form of Shona which would communicate grammatically and idiomatically across its various dialects, thus transmitting a message, considered to be of universal significance by the translation team. In the process a new, local text emerged. The international team were working intimately together on a task perceived to aid the Shona people, by making accessible an ancient text from a different cultural and geographical milieu from that of any of the translators.

Belief in the transnational nature of biblical texts and church creeds was embedded in these early encounters but so was an expectation of the local cultural reformulations, as illustrated by the daily routine of SPG clergy and catechists. Accounts by Revd Pelly two years later at ‘Bernard’s Station’ show a timed programme framed by communal prayer: breakfast at 8am
was followed by matins, then Mizeki and Ziqubu worked in the gardens for their subsistence or on buildings until 11.30 when they joined the translations team; at 1 pm prayers were held until lunch at 1.30 pm; the afternoons were spent visiting kraals until evensong at 6.30 pm, followed by tea at 7 pm. From 7.45 pm to 9.30 pm the school was in session, comprising of a ‘lesson’, catechism and the tonic solfa system of singing. The SPG-generated accounts note the points at which the lives of Christian Europeans and Africans met and their collaboration on the kind of common missionary tasks about which supporters in the UK would expect to read. They are less fulsome in their reporting of the relationships between catechists and the Shona amongst whom they lived. The stories that exist proudly show Mizeki operating as an exemplary Christian; for example, when Kapuiya falls ill and stoutly refuses his family’s pleading to consult the spirit-medium and sacrifice a goat, Mizeki intervenes by carrying Kapuiya to the Mission hospital where he is healed. The power of bio-medicine to overcome ‘heathen superstition’ is a familiar trope in missionary literature. This story indicates that debates over body and soul could be fiercely fought at the sick-bed. Novelties were embraced by some Shona and shunned by others. Another Shona at Mangwende who was drawn to the novelties Mizeki was introducing was the granddaughter of chief Mangwende, Lily Mutwa. She married Mizeki in March 1896, three months before he was murdered in the Shona uprising against colonial incursion. After his death Mutwa became a catechist in her own right.

Mizeki was killed in the second Anglo-Ndebele war, begun in March 1896, which many Shona joined in June. Although local villagers warned Mizeki of a threat to his life, he did not leave the area and was killed by relatives of Mangwende. The nature of Mizeki’s death demonstrates how closely he was associated with colonial forces by those antagonistic to the rise of white settlers and mining concessions. Rinderpest, drought and locusts were blamed on settlers, the imposition in 1894 of the hut tax was unpopular and by 1895 the country was
under an often brutal and aggressive police rule. Mizeki’s five years in the Mashonaland Mission had coincided with rapid social change. When he first arrived, he was a participant in Knight-Bruce’s vision to create a rural, African church untainted by European rule and far from settler involvement and mining concessions. It was to be based on the establishment of mission farms which would sustain and improve agricultural subsistence farming and provide communities for converts. Such a vision was unobtainable before it had begun. Operatives of Cecil Rhodes’ British South Africa Company were already moving into the area. Knight-Bruce resigned in October 1894, a sick and disappointed man, and subsequent mission leaders cooperated in various ways with colonial forces.22 The *Mashonaland Quarterly Papers* give regular accounts of the skirmishes between Shona and Ndebele with little consideration to the way in which colonial interests were affecting long-term concerns over land, cattle and autonomy. Members of the Mashonaland Mission supported the side of British economic interest and Ziqubu, after Mizeki’s death, acted as a guide to BSAC forces.23 His knowledge of the area gained in missionary itinerations was offered for military service.

The mission which had been established in order to escape colonial interference found itself entangled in it. Mizeki’s introduction of novelties associated with white people fell fatally foul of those who rejected white political control and culture. Prophetic spirit mediums such as Murenga (after whom the war is sometimes called) or Mbuya Nehanda were active in plumbing traditional beliefs and practices to rally support and attack the BSAC, giving assurance of invulnerability to European bullets. They recast the African past and provided a millennial vision of a society without white interference.24 As a migrant to the Cape Colony, Mizeki had already made a number of cultural and religious transitions and he expected that, through his brockership of Christian belief and practice, the Shona would do the same. He made judgments about the rectitude of local practices; cutting down some trees in a sacred
grove and carving crosses on others, whilst also incorporating local stories of the supreme deity, *Mwari*, into his preaching on Christ and instructing European missionaries in Shona customs. For Mizeki, the beliefs and practices surrounding *Mwari* resonated with those he held on the Christian God he preached, and he identified *Mwari* as the Shona high-god. In turn Shona comprehensions about *Mwari* would have influenced their understanding of Mizeki’s teaching. Mizeki encouraged a monotheistic interpretation in continuation with comprehension about *Mwari* but he made a sharp distinction between acceptable and unacceptable mediators between God and humanity. Ancestors and spirit-mediums appear to have been criticised by Mizeki, Jesus Christ and the ‘Spirit of God,’ were considered acceptable protectors and mediators. Mizeki’s approach represents an African appropriation of Christianity which demanded significant rupture from traditional practices but maintained connections with previous theistic belief. In parallel with Kupuiya's weighing of the words of catechists and European missionaries so that they be in Shona idiom or cease to exist, Mizeki weighed Shona beliefs and practices, either attempting to make them idiomaically Christian and thus capable of holding particular ethics and monotheistic beliefs, or expunging them from his spiritual repertoire. His recasting of Shona beliefs was more radical than that of Murenga or Mbuya Nehanda as he tried to subsume them within a universal Christian narrative.

The first Nyasa priest of the UMCA whose work has been recorded is Revd Leonard Kamungu (c.1870 -1913). An early product of the Likoma mission (established 1876), he graduated from St Andrew’s Kiungani (1891-1897) and from St Mark’s Zanzibar (1899-1901) and was made deacon in 1902, working in a number of places in Tanganyika and Nyasaland. The UMCA’s first mission to Nyasaland in 1861 had failed because of insecurity caused by Arab- and Portuguese-initiated slave-raiding and the northwards migration and settlement of the Ngoni through the region. British anti-slavery treaties with the Sultan of
Zanzibar from 1873 and the subsequent formation of a German Protectorate in 1890 made missionary travel a little easier until the Maji-Maji rebellion of 1905-7 briefly challenged German colonial control. Kamungu lived through this period of social upheaval and chose to be at the vanguard of religious change. Ordained priest in 1909, in January 1911 Kamungu left the Nyasa for Msoro in North-eastern Rhodesia, demonstrating to the UMCA his missionary credentials. He was amongst the early staff of the diocese of Northern Rhodesia, which had been established with funds raised in Britain to celebrate the UMCA’s jubilee. Before his untimely death from food poisoning, Kamungu baptised ninety-six people in Msoro. In doing so he extended the trajectory of UMCA’s influence. Events of his life were recorded in his letters to a supporter in Cambridge, England, and form the basis of a short biography.\textsuperscript{29}

Kamungu travelled for education, to preach the Gospel and to plant churches. His letters also name other African evangelists and priests he met on his journeys: his delight in being reunited with his student peers and those who taught him suggests the formation of new bonds of friendship and obligation. His contemporary at Kiungani, Revd Yohana B. Abdallah, describes with enthusiasm the 123 'boys' there as being 'all of different tribes, Nyasas, Makuas, Bondeis and Yaos.'\textsuperscript{30} Ties of friendship forged at Kiungani and Zanzibar remained supportive, and enfleshed Christian community across differences of language and custom. \textit{Msimulizi}, the student magazine, and correspondence between friends provided the new community with ways of disseminating news and upholding friendships once they left Kiungani and in these articles and letters the kinship language of ‘brother,’ family’ and ‘children of Mother Church’ is regularly repeated.\textsuperscript{31} UMCA policy prioritized the return of men to their own people but they were frequently expected to work among other ethnic groups too and such relationships were intended to facilitate understanding of others. When Kamungu was based among Nyasa people at Likoma and Chia in 1902 he was learning Yao
in order to preach in that language. However, according to UMCA missionary, George H Wilson, Kamungu, when stationed at Lungwena, did not ‘get on very well with the Yao’s (sic).’ Likewise Abdallah, son of a Yao chief, worked devotedly among the Nyasa whom he looked down upon. Possibly the long years of slave raiding by the Yao contributed to mutual suspicion. It was optimistic to expect that a melting pot of motivated young men (and women) developing new social relationships at UMCA establishments would be adequate to meet the demands of living in the villages from whence their fellows had come. Yet for many the ‘sense of supra-tribal unity’ was an exciting part of conversion and church membership.

Apparent in the extended quotations from Kamungu’s letters is the extent to which his travels conflicted with family responsibilities. This perhaps explains his reluctance, articulated as unworthiness, to assume first the role of reader and then deacon. He did not marry but maintained close ties with his family and felt a particular responsibility towards a sister, probably arising from obligations within the matrilineal forms of society among the Nyasa. He considered that his family did not understand the expectations laid upon him to travel.

Unlike the first graduates of St Andrew’s and St Mark’s who were freed slaves or re-captives, Kamungu’s attraction to Christianity did not arise through a disconnection from his roots and he articulated a sense of separation from his family and locality, even when working among fellow Nyasa. His tussle between his family and his vocation demonstrates two sets of obligations which were not easily resolved. In 1898 he wrote resolutely of leaving his family, ‘I cannot give up the journey, and if God will we shall meet again.’ Whilst Kamungu’s published biography quotes noble sentiments demonstrating his willingness to travel in order to communicate the Gospel, the extant private letters of Kamungu’s contemporaries include accounts of the hardships they encountered as a result of the long journeys they were expected to undergo. Abdallah outlines to his British sponsor the trials of six weeks’ journey between churches and asked her, ‘Have you ever travelled as much as 40 or 50 days?'
I mean by foot. I need your prayers much." He knew that in Britain there were trains to facilitate travel and he made his benefactor aware of the personal sacrifice he was making as a clergyman. When another correspondent, Agnes Ajaeuli, wife of a catechist, wrote in 1912, the length of travelling had been reduced by the increase in churches and catechists and also by the introduction of bicycles. Yet she complained of the expense of such technology and the impediment of long grass to itineration. Her letter requested inner tubes for her husband’s bicycle; the present ones, she said, could not be patched any further. Msimulizi also chronicles the challenges and opportunities of journeys and notes the development of rituals surrounding them.

Traders and hunters were already accorded respect as travellers in many of the societies of the region. They were accompanied on the first part of the journey and expected to tell stories of their adventures. Likewise students to Kiungani, catechists and priests were accompanied after a service of communion. Outriders would greet them with gun–fire to announce their arrival and thanksgiving prayers were offered. Consonant with UMCA’s Tractarian-influenced church practice some of Kamungu’s travels were liturgically focused: he first travelled the 30 miles to Likoma from Chia for intensive catechism prior to baptism. As a reader and deacon he was sent to Lungwena area on the south-east of Lake Nyasa and he was obliged to make extra journeys to receive the Eucharist. Once he was ordained priest he took a carrying altar round five stations every month in the area around Nkhotakota, on the western side of the Lake Nyasa. Conversion provided new reasons for travel, modified rituals to ensure its safety and communal appeal and new paraphernalia with which to travel.

By 1900 the letters Kamungu writes to his sponsor at St Giles’ Church, Cambridge, are in English and they explain his ministry and appeal for prayers from British Christians: ‘...I must go and start a new station and work there alone without any European and try and do the work of God… I beseech you to pray to God to give me this blessing that I may be a good
preacher and witness for Christ.’ 41 The language, information and sentiment indicate the extent to which Kamungu saw himself participating in an international movement which bound its members together in a common cause. Letters from other Africans also request prayer for their work and some attempt to enter into concerns of their recipients. Abadallah ends one letter, ‘I hope the Boer War is finished and the trouble from China is over now.’42 Whether this is in direct response to the letter he had received or whether his perceptions of the concerns of British Christians were mediated through British involvement (and interpretation) of world affairs is unclear. It indicates the interest of the educated in the world beyond their own region. It also demonstrates the way in which letters served to communicate concerns, events and daily patterns of life beyond the circle of people whom one had physically encountered. Through them transnational networks and interests were formed and shared.

Apolo Kivebulaya, the third example of an African missionary, was a native teacher and priest working with CMS and in the employ of the Mengo Church Council and later the Toro Church Council.43 He travelled much smaller distances than either Miseki or Kamungu but spent all of his long ministry outside his home area of Buganda. He was converted during the convulsions of Ganda Kingdom as it recalibrated its systems of governance, embraced Catholic and Anglican Christianity, and formed alliances firstly with the British East Africa Company and then the British colonial administration to extend its borders and influence into neighbouring kingdoms. Kivebulaya was baptized in 1895 once the Protestant leadership had secured their hold over the Kingdom, under Prime Minister Apolo Kagwa. While preparing for baptism, Kivebulaya’s father insisted that he married but when his wife died a few months later he decided he would not marry again.44 Within a few months, and without any formal training, he volunteered to work in Toro and in 1896 he first visited the area of Mboga which was to become Belgian territory. In 1899 he recounts a vision of Christ coming to him
at night assuring him of his presence. ‘From that time I was utterly certain that I could not deny God one little bit …It would be impossible to leave him... And inside I was very happy in heart. God had protected me, helped me far more than any earthly person.’45 As a result, Kivebulaya records, he has renewed courage for the task; ‘my need was this, that I might have power to bring people to Jesus Christ and to enter them into that life, He gave me that power, and I had no fear at all.’46

Like Mizeki, Kivebulaya was involved in translation work, starting a Nyoro translation before CMS missionaries arrived in the area. He was committed to vernacular translation of the entire Bible, a position that was controversial in Uganda among those who believed Luganda should be the regional lingua franca and one which divided CMS missionaries and Ganda churchmen alike.47 He was ordained priest in 1903, a product of Bishop Alfred Tucker’s desire to ordain men of good Christian character regardless of their education.48 Until he died in 1933, he worked either in Toro or the Mboga area and became famous in British missionary circles for his contact with the Mbuti pygmies in the Ituri forest. Of the three men in this article he gained most international attention during his life and shortly after his death. The CMS missionary AB Lloyd, who at times worked closely with Kivebulaya, wrote three short biographies which formed the basis for children’s books and missionary pamphlets.49 The missionary tropes of pioneering work, exploring ‘virgin fields’ and ‘pushing frontiers’ are apparent in biographies of his life as he encounters exotic and ‘dangerous’ peoples in ‘dark’ and remote lands beyond the snow-capped Ruwenzori Mountains. Stories of his early sojourns in Mboga recount personal sacrifices and threats to his life.50 Depicted as a remote and risky place, Mboga was, at the turn of the century, a thriving trading post of ivory and rubber to which other Ganda travelled on business. Missionary trajectories were not simply about distance, but about cultural and linguistic traverses, depicted as challenging and heroic.
Periodically Kivebulaya kept a diary in which many of the entries are notes on journeys. He records the days he travelled, those he travelled with and those who offered hospitality. He also notes where and to whom he preached, although the information he gives on the content of his sermons is extremely sketchy. In 1931 he made an entry for every day and the picture it gives is one of almost perpetual motion. He is rarely in the same place for a week. Although most of the itinerations are small in distance, they are usually carried out on foot in difficult terrain. He visits villages in the forest to preach, teach, pray, give medicine and aid the construction of church buildings. He returns to Mboga to teach at the girls’ and boys’ schools which he ran. In February Bishop J. J. Willis arrives with an entourage of white people and Kivebulaya repeats his itineration with them. He descends the Semiliki escarpment to attend church council meetings in Fort Portal, visiting old friends in Toro, preparing couples for marriage. He is able to travel the 200 miles between Fort Portal and Kampala in a car. In sharp contrast to his records of earlier journeys between the two places the distance travelled takes only two days and thus he meets fewer people on the way. Once he arrives in Kampala he attends church meetings, preaches in schools and, on one occasion visits an aeroplane at Entebbe and watches it take off – clearly a moment of marvel for a man who was entranced by his first sighting of a bicycle in 1900.

Kivebulaya’s short and frequently repetitive notes give not only a clear indication of trajectories he travelled but of the influences between the spheres they connect. Namirembe hill in Kampala, close to the King’s Palace at Mengo, was the first hub of CMS activity in Uganda and on it the Cathedral had been built. Fort Portal was a mission outpost when Apolo first arrived in 1895. In 1931 it possessed flourishing mission institutions, including a hospital and a flourishing girls’ school. These too were situated close to the King of Toro’s palace. Mboga provided the main hub on Belgian Congo soil, but for ten years Kivebulaya had been building another church in the forest at Kainama, complete with its own satellites.
He attended the meeting ‘for spreading the Gospel to the Nations’ on 30 June in Namirembe, a cause for which he prayed every week in the church in Mboga. The entry for the 13 March 1931 is typical, ‘I taught the teachers. I preached in Boga church, praying for God’s work done all over the world by the teachers’. Although Kivebulaya’s physical travel routes were regularly circular, as he itinerated around churches he had established, his vistas of further migrations were always outwards and beyond. The missionary vision of extending a chain of mission stations across the African continent, first articulated by the CMS missionary Johann Ludwig Krapf (1810-81), was shared by Kivebulaya but his prayers for the nations suggest a global purview of his work, consonant with the missionary hermeneutic centred on the so-called Great Commission of Matt. xxviii: 19-21.

Like Kamungu, Kivebulaya corresponded with people in Britain and he kept some of their letters. He always wrote in Luganda and was usually translated by Albert Lloyd. At the end of his life he collaborated with the British and Foreign Bible Society on a gospel translation in the Mbuti language. He also wrote letters of thanks to supporters; ‘I thank you for your prayers. There is nothing that helps me so much as prayer.’ The assurance of prayers offered to God for Kivebulaya’s work provides a sense of comradeship and a tool for the ministry he undertook. Letters provided communication with absent friends and supporters he would never meet. They were also a potent conduit of fellowship and a symbol of the intimate connection developed through intercession about an endeavour perceived to be held in common between Christians round the world who would never physically encounter one another and with the God whom they worshipped and served. Like Kamungu, Kivebulaya wrote as one engaged in the same cause and sharing the same aims as young CMS supporters in Britain.
Mizeki, Kamungu and Kivebulaya lived and worked outside their native regions and were frequently on the move, transcending geographical and psychological boundaries, learning new languages, living with new peoples and developing close networked relationships with fellow missionaries, African and European. They were probably unaware of each other’s existence but it is likely that they knew of the missionary work in which each other were involved. Alfred Tucker acted as Bishop for the UMCA mission when Bishop Smythies died suddenly and ordained Kamungu’s colleague Abdallah, in August 1894. Between 1889 and 1894 the Kiungani students’ magazine, Msimulizi, ran at least six articles on the Uganda church, including two written by ‘our brother,’ Henry Wright Duta, a prominent Ugandan church leader. Stories of Kabaka Mwanga of Buganda’s interest in learning to read had reached Umtali and were used to encourage Ziqubu and Mizeki when chief Maconi seemed uninterested in Christianity. Differences in churchmanship between the missionary societies did not halt the sharing of stories and personnel.

These brief life sketches demonstrate that the processes of extending the influence of Christianity within a single denomination are complex and variable, so I identify four elements that were influential in the shaping of Anglican Christianity on the eastern side of Africa and which would merit further investigation. Firstly, the movement of Anglican forms of Christianity within Africa in the nineteenth century was not simply a product of European missionaries, nor were all African missionaries products of the slave-trade. As the Mozbiekers illustrate, they had also been the companions and guides of European explorers, hunters, and philologists. Africans had for centuries inhabited the roles of traveller, explorer, itinerant healer and trader. Christian mission provided another – and sometimes overlapping - reason for journeying. In the missionary role Africans worked independently as well as being consultants for Europeans, providing local expertise on language and customs and being interpreters of Europeans to other Africans. They were also in contact with organizations and
supporters in Britain and influenced their perceptions. That converts in Africa, and in other parts of the world, were more successful than European missionaries in the dissemination of Christianity and its adoption and adaptation in local cultures has become a commonplace in studies of World Christianity. It was acknowledged at the time by European missionaries and by the emerging churches both of whom regarded as missionaries in their own right those mobile African Christians involved in evangelism and establishing churches beyond their ethnic group. Yet there is still considerable research to be undertaken to comprehend the missionary work of Africans, particularly when they were operating in locations beyond the missionary purview. A painstaking triangulation of sources is required: Sources by Africans are scarce, scattered and often brief; the reading of missionary and colonial sources requires careful attention in order to perceive shared interests; and anthropological sources have historically shied away from points of religious encounter. 58

Secondly, the examination of mobility in the lives of the three men gives some insight into the appeal of Christianity as well as the trajectories of its dissemination and would repay further comparative scrutiny. Mizeki was a migrant before conversion, whereas Kamungu and Kivebulaya seemed to have travelled largely as result of being accepted to work for a missionary society. Along with fellow Nyasa and Ganda, they both experienced societal upheaval and, in travelling, they remade their cultural identities, finding in Christianity an opportunity to trim away some customary particularities, including the expectation to marry and have children. Becoming a missionary of necessity meant becoming a migrant. In theories of conversion in Sub-Saharan Africa, migration, whether through slavery or trading interests, has often been considered to be a significant factor in the process. JDY Peel, in examining the conversion of the Yoruba from orisa cults to Christianity, notes the conversion of migrant traders whose social experience expanded once they left their own towns and who required a religion of increased social scale to respond to new circumstances rather than the
cults that were peculiar to their locality.\textsuperscript{59} Behind Peel's observation is Robin Horton's ‘intellectualist’ theory of conversion to Christianity or Islam which assumes that monotheism provides spiritual beliefs and practices that travel.\textsuperscript{60} It is attractive to those who, voluntarily or otherwise, are dislocated or seeking novel ways of life. Mizeki’s encounter with religious practices at Mangwende’s, for example, appears to have at least sharpened, if not invented, \textit{Mwari’s} monotheistic potential.\textsuperscript{61} Yet the extent to which individual rupture from past life or rapid societal change influence conversion appears to be variable. Generational issues also appear to play a role: the three men were relatively young and single when they embarked on their travels. The continuing single state of Kamungu and Kivebulaya maintained their position as mobile oddities in societies with a high regard for fertility. Whilst Christian practice provided a choice about whether to marry or not, deciding to remain celibate signalled a change that Christianity offered to only the most dedicated of converts. Youth and societal detachment may have increased mobility and a commitment to evangelism and church planting. The three men were migrants in a similar way to their European missionary counterparts, compelled to leave home and settle in new areas by a desire to preach and plant churches. The common usage of ‘evangelist’ hides the aspirations and commitments of significant numbers of African Christians and has created a racial distinction in African history, with the assumption that evangelists are black Africans working ‘locally’ and missionaries are white westerners working ‘internationally'.\textsuperscript{62} The missionary task was not one which was considered to be the reserve of Europeans and North Americans. Ideally it was perceived as a collaborative effort to bear witness to the trans-cultural nature of Christianity based on a common humanity.\textsuperscript{63}

Thirdly, the journeys taken by Mizeki, Kamungu and Kivebulaya were always connected with a hub from which they were sent out. Their trajectories were part of an expanding network in which they were on prolonged visitation. Cape Town, Zanzibar and Kampala
were metropoles of some longevity; they were trading centres, seats of political power, places of learning and meeting, and they were ethnically and religiously plural. They were all thriving hubs before the arrival of missionary Christianity but were critiqued and reshaped by it. The three African missionaries were themselves shaped by their own metropoles and their connections to it were supportive and significant although their relations to them varied: for example, Kampala was in Kivebulaya’s home region and he returned regularly to it. Mizeki was a migrant to Cape Town and did not return to it once he was working among the Shona, although goods and personnel regularly came from it; Zanzibar was for Kamungu the mission and education centre to which he reported occasionally. The three centres were not perceived as refuges but as places of material and spiritual resourcing. Recognizing the development of continental centres of Christianity, and their connection to trade and political power, encourages greater attention to the nature of polyvalent hubs used as missionary bases and the routes of movement to and from them. In attending to the processes of religious encounter and change in and between these hubs, studies may recalibrate the transnational focus of much of recent world history away from attention to influences of the colony upon the metropole and towards events and people acting within a multi-sited colony who understood transnational networks as signs of a wider community which resonated with regional concerns.\(^\text{64}\)

Finally, the examination of trajectories of mobility and the multiplicity of sending-hubs problematizes a focus either on the local or the global. Until recently historiography has prioritized enquiries into an African Christianity that appeared to provide an ‘authentic,’ indigenous, African, religious expression, by self-consciously adapting local forms of belief and practice. In contrast mission Christianity was regarded suspiciously as being associated with a hegemonic imperialism.\(^\text{65}\) The Bible translation work and the relocation and itineration of Miseki, Kamungu and Kivebulaya suggests a transcultural objective which
critiques monolithic interpretations of empire, but is nevertheless fuelled by a conviction of the universality of Christian claims. The egalitarian claims of Christian fellowship were tangible to them in new relationships with other Africans and with Europeans. Letters to Britain, for example, demonstrate a transnational connectivity which employs the novelty of literacy and the improvement in maritime technology to enhance knowledge of the world and to extend Christian fellowship. Yet the contemporary turn to the transnational may enlarge the trajectories too far. Thus development of continental centres of Christianity, trade and political power allows a re-examination of the local and global which prioritises the connections between them. This reading of three African missionaries comprehends them not simply as ‘local’ actors but as individuals who were self-consciously allying themselves with a worldwide movement on a regional stage. The entangled nature of lives whose identity is cast beyond the local demonstrates the attraction of a transnational community which they believed was offered to them in Christianity.

New forms of travel and communication were not simply tools at the service of the missionary movement, they were portents of its message, tangible evidence of the universal claims of Christianity. Relationships formed in translation teams and via letters heralded an expectation of a more integrated international society, an expectation that remained unrealized in the imperial age. To highlight collaboration and communication between European and African missionaries is not to deny the disparities of power between the two but to attempt to historicise inequalities and to recognise the influence and insight of African missionaries. Mizeki, Kamungu and Kivebulaya were cultural brokers mediating local and transnational concerns in a network of multiple centres and spheres of influences. They were all purveyors of a particular Christian vision of a united humanity preached by many in the modern missionary movement. It was unappealing to the Ndebele, Shona and Maji-Maji fighters whose societal vision was located in a patriotism that remade tradition. African
missionaries, on the other hand, used the transfers and interconnections across the boundaries of continent and culture to forge their own identities and refashion society in order that they and others might belong to a wider community. Yet the transcendent nature of this community was always mediated through the peculiarities of the imminent and local: it demanded travel and translation.
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